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City Project: Myrtle Street Sanitary Sewer Line Rehabilitation   
City Project No.: M17024 
 

 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  

 
 
 
Q1: Are there any known capacity issues with the Myrtle Street line, or is the project condition-
driven? 
 
A1: The project at this time is condition-driven and capacity issues are not currently known. 
However, the awarded Consultant will have to coordinate with Collections during the preliminary 
design phase in order to determine if there are any capacity issues.  
 
 
Q2: Would we be able to obtain the CCTV inspection defects summary report for the segments 
of sewer associated with this project? 
 
A2: CCTV inspection and the associated summary reports will be made available to proposing 
Consultants. A means of transferring these files will need to be provided by the proposing 
Consultants via an external hard drive or FTP site. Please refer to the Letter of Clarification posted 
on the Bid Flash Notification Site -   
 
http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidflash/pw.html?dept=Public_Works 
 
 
Q3: Does the City know if there is extra capacity in the line (can the City tolerate a diameter 
reduction)? 
 
A3: Diameter reductions, if allowed, will have to be determined during the preliminary design 
report.   
 

 
Q4: Could we obtain record drawings for the sewer line to use in developing our approach and 
identifying project challenges that we’ll need to address through design? 
 
A4: Record drawings for the Myrtle Street Sanitary Sewer line are not available.  
 
 
Q5: Has any programmatic level environmental documentation been done for the City’s sewer 
rehabilitation program? 
 
A5: Programmatic level environmental documents have not been prepared for the City’s sewer 
rehabilitation program.  
 
 
 



Q6: What environmental documentation was prepared for the recent Pershing Avenue and Navy 
Drive Sewer Trunk Line Rehabilitation Project? 
 
A6: The Pershing Ave and Navy Drive project is currently in preliminary design. Therefore, the 
information regarding environmental documentation is not available.  
 
Q7: Can the City provide more detail on the level of effort desired for Public Outreach?  Does the 
City have staff with whom the consultant team will be working?  Or is the City looking for the 
consultant to run all public notification/outreach? 
 
A7: The City is expecting the Consultant to run all public notifications/outreach. Please refer to 
section 4.4 of the RFP.  


